Mental hygiene has been traditionally regarded as a subdomain of public health and preventive medicine. The Encyclopædia Britannica defines mental hygiene as the science of maintaining mental health and preventing the development of mental disorders. The concept seems to have reached its preeminence in the middle of the 20th century as a revolutionary trend in public health, despite the lack of a clear and informative definition.

Depression is the most common disorder worldwide and its prevalence is expected to increase in the upcoming years. Behavioral activation (BA) is one of the most well-established, time-efficient psychological treatments for depression (Chartier & Provencher, 2013; Lorenzo-Luaces & Dobson, 2019; Stein et al., 2020). Given the fact that it does not require therapists or patients to learn complex methods and skills, BA may be considered a first-line treatment for mild to moderate depression. BA is a therapeutic model grounded in the classical behavioral theories for the understanding and treatment of depression, developed by Wolpe and colleagues in the 1970s. BA posits that depressed individuals increasingly disengage from their routines and withdraw from their social environment, thus developing avoidance patterns that increase depressive mood by restricting a person’s opportunities to be positively reinforced by pleasant, social, or mastery activities. BA adopts an ideographic (not a nomothetic) approach in identifying a person’s values to map the schedule of activities, but also targets problem-solving skills and the cognitive-behavioral processes inhibiting engagement and promoting avoidance. In sum, BA involves activity monitoring, values and goals assessment, activity scheduling, skills training, relaxation, contingency management, procedures targeting verbal behavior, and strategies targeting avoidance (Jacobson et al., 2001; Lejuez et al., 2001). Therefore, a clinical concept of mental hygiene could assist life area assessment and the training of healthy behaviors (as opposed to depressive behaviors), which are crucial features across BA treatment plans.

From a clinical and evolutionary perspective, we propose that mental hygiene is the process of caring for human well-being through adaptive emotion regulation, successful attainment of developmental tasks, and the preservation of social connectedness (sense of belonging). Accordingly, the theoretical underpinnings of the proposed conceptualization of mental hygiene comprise a number of tenets: first, mental health is understood as the variable result from the ongoing interaction between an active organism and a dynamic context (Cummings et al., 2000); second, mental health encompasses the dimensions of life satisfaction, positive affect, anxiety, and depression (Headey et al., 1993); third, positive mental health is closely related to flourishing (i.e., spiraling upward) processes (Keyes, 2002); fourth, mental health is evolutionarily rooted in affiliation motives for the satisfaction of universal biosocial needs and requires the development of compassionate mind attributes (e.g., sensitivity, tolerance to distress, care for well-being) (Gilbert, 2015); and lastly, mindful self-care dimensions (i.e., physical care, supportive relationships, mindful awareness, self-compassion and purpose, mindful relaxation, supportive structure) are key predictors of well-being (Sünbül et al., 2018).

As a working definition, we further suggest that a scientifically based construct of mental hygiene would comprise the following interrelated positive dimensions (Table 1): (1) diet and nutrition; (2) physical exercise; (3) sleep and rest; (4) courage; (5) work-leisure balance; (6) personal relationships; (7) values and intentionality; (8) being mode; (9) prosocial behavior; and (10) attitude towards life.

Table 1. Proposed Dimensions for a Clinical Concept of “Mental Hygiene”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diet and nutrition</th>
<th>Physical exercise</th>
<th>Sleep and rest</th>
<th>Courage</th>
<th>Work-leisure balance</th>
<th>Personal relationships</th>
<th>Values and intentionality</th>
<th>Being mode</th>
<th>Prosocial behavior</th>
<th>Attitude towards life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

In the next paragraphs, we briefly address each of the aforementioned dimensions of mental hygiene, which may be useful in the behavioral treatment of depressed patients.
Diet and Nutrition

Studies in nutritional psychiatry have been gathering increasing evidence for the association between a healthy diet and mental well-being. Deficiencies in vitamins have been related to different psychological problems and a diet rich in fruits and vegetables has been linked with higher levels of happiness. Contrary to a regular consumption of junk food, adherence to a Mediterranean diet has been associated with a reduced risk of depression (Lai et al., 2014).

Physical Exercise

Exercise is a leading behavioral intervention to alleviate symptoms of depression (Lawlor & Hopker, 2001). The link between the practice of physical exercise and the reduction of depressive symptoms has been suggested to be mediated by increased release of endorphins, reduced levels of cortisol, distraction from worries and depressing thoughts, and improved self-efficacy.

Sleep and Rest

Sleep disturbances are core symptoms of depression. Depressed patients who experience difficulty sleeping tend to report cumulative problems, such as irritability, distractibility, and tiredness. Sleep deficiency leads to increased levels of inflammatory markers and impairs the regulation of serotonin transmission related to threat processing (Fang et al., 2019). Sleep hygiene includes noise reduction, regular sleep schedule, and avoidance of psychostimulant substances (e.g., caffeine) and daytime napping.

Courage

Courage can be seen as the opposite to experiential, emotional avoidance (e.g., procrastination). Psychological definitions describe courage as resulting from the interaction of experiencing fear, bearing in mind one's higher purpose, and taking action to pursue valued goals (Goud, 2005). Essentially, courage represents a resource for choosing growth over safety needs. In fact, courage is a compassionate attribute that can be developed through healthy risk-taking and comfort zone expansion (e.g., engaging in challenging activities).

Work-Leisure Balance

Unemployment duration influences the onset and course of depressive symptoms. However, excessive job involvement is a predictor of burnout and may serve a generalized function of emotion regulation, which in turn may block the development of other life roles (cf. Iacovides et al., 2003). The engagement in meaningful leisure activities provides an antidote for the negative effects of stress in daily life, as well as valued opportunities for self-actualization.

Personal Relationships

Social support is positively linked to a wide array of health outcomes. Social belonging is a fundamental human need, and experiencing genuine support from others (especially significant others) is vital for emotional development. Family, friends, intimate partners, neighbors, and colleagues provide unique responses to our emotional, informative, and instrumental support needs. There is ample evidence for the buffering effect of social support on the link between adversity and depressive symptoms (Ozbay et al., 2007).

Values and Intentionality

In behavioral terms, values are defined as desired overall qualities of ongoing action. Contrary to goals, values are not achievable and thus require enduring cultivation. The clarification and/or the development of values are crucial for one's ability to experience a meaningful life (Wilson & Murrell, 2004). The cultivation of a compassionate intentionality (towards others and ourselves) facilitates the adoption of value-driven behaviors (e.g., courageous behavior) that counteract the urge of emotion-driven behavior (e.g., impulsivity or avoidance).

Being Mode

This is a core concept in mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (Williams, 2008), and is contrary to the mind's default “doing mode”. The doing mode involves worrying about the future or the past, and continuously comparing how things are and how they are expected to be. The overactivation of the doing mode prompts self-criticism and rumination (e.g., Sanz-Blasco, 2017). The “being mode”, on the other hand, enables a direct and intimate experience of the present, and is inherently non-striving and non-judgmental. The cultivation of the being mode is likely to facilitate detached mindfulness (“nevermind my mind”) and emotional acceptance (negative and positive emotions).

Prosocial Behavior

Prosocial behaviors are voluntary actions to benefit others. A small but growing body of research shows that “doing good for others is doing good for ourselves”; specifically, prosocial behaviors and motives have been linked to increased well-being, happiness, and social acceptance (Raposa et al., 2015). From an evolutionary perspective, it is worth noting that prosocial and affiliative interactions are major regulators of threat processing (Gilbert, 2015), thus highlighting their importance in preventing and alleviating psychological suffering.

Attitude towards Life

The ubiquity of human suffering and the uncertainties of life may lead us to experience existential crises. The daily experience of negative emotional states (e.g., sadness, anger, fear, and despair) is most often normal, natural, and harmless. Those emotional experiences become problematic when an individual tries to directly control them (e.g., by ruminating) or engages in mood-driven behavior. Instead, distraction and problem-solving in response to negative mood are more efficient in decreasing depressive symptoms (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2001). Of course, philosophical reflections are important, but the context in which they occur may lead to unintended consequences. Maintaining a practical, easygoing, hopeful, and humorous outlook on life is a wise attitude to live it fully.

Altogether, we suggest from our clinical experience that the concept and the proposed working definition of mental hygiene may be of great utility in the effective implementation of BA therapeutic protocols. First, it provides a metaphor (akin to “personal hygiene”) for autonomy in psychological self-care that is helpful and easy to understand. Second, it conveys a sense of common humanity (universal needs) that facilitates “de-shaming” in building rapport during case formulation in depression. Third, it outlines an intuitive rationale for treatment and relapse prevention based on behaviors that can be trained or untrained in therapy. Given its comprehensive nature, this concept of mental hygiene may be applicable across the lifespan, notwithstanding developmental specificities and age-appropriate adjustments. Despite its conjectured clinical
and heuristic value, construct validity of the concept of “mental hygiene” as defined herein should be desirably examined in future psychometric studies.
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This model explains ADHD symptoms through inhibitory control deficits associated with morpho-functional changes in the prefrontal cortex and striatopallidal system composed of the dorsal striatum, dorsal pallidum, ventral striatum, and ventral pallidum. However, striatopallidal dysfunction alone cannot explain all of the varieties of cognitive deficits mentioned above. The pathomorphism of the clinical significance of a number of behavioral deviations in the historical interval of 40 years is described. Based on the studies, the basic principles of psychoprophylaxis in students of adolescents are formulated. Keywords: A sharp increase in the prevalence of borderline mental disorders and behavioral disorders; Hypo diagnostics of mental pathology; The critical importance of adolescence in relation to the formation of an adult personality; Exceptional social significance of the problems of mental. This approach is extremely important in the development of treatment and prevention programs. Syndrome-defined states falling under the criteria for mental disorders ICD-10 were distinguished by severity. In the behavioral treatment of depression, antecedents of low mood may be altered through inviting clients to schedule pleasant events regularly throughout their day. In the cognitive therapy of depression, anxiety and personality disorders, clients are coached in how to identify and challenge negative automatic thoughts and to identify the use of cognitive distortions. Imitation and operant procedures may be used to help individuals with skills deficits learn social, communication and problem-solving skills. Every year, mental disorders affect more than a third of the European population (WHO Europe, 2013). While substantial efforts are dedicated to treatment options for depression, considerably less is done to prevent the influx of new cases of depression. Preventing depression is important as current treatment options can only reduce the disease burden by 34%, if all patients suffering from depression would receive an evidence-based treatment (Andrews, Issakidis, Sanderson, Corry, & Lapsley, 2004). Investing efforts in preventing depression, however, can reduce the incidence of new cases of depression by 21% (van Zoonen et al., 2014).